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1 - the first test

ENTOIENTOI
The Beginning
Part 1. The firsttest.
 
This is the Planet entoi(see gallery) looks a lot like earth with the difference that itssurrounded by 2
mysterious rings, the rings r the protection for the planetagainst possible interplanetary and planetary
threats.
The rings are property tothe Legna, they r angelic creatures and true protectors of the planetand life on
it.
Michal is the follow up ofthe king, a true prince
He just got the message tocome as soon as possible to the throne room
There r his Brothers andsisters, apparently there parents had summoned them all.
Michal: loves all kinds of sciences but also sports and games.
Mati: a beauty that loves dancing, singing but has also aninterest in the supernatural, especially white
Magic.
Entou: loves practical jokes 
Tenou: mysterious and loves the paranormal especially darkmagic and art.
Aquada: loves to swim and dive, with an interest in lifeunder water.
Matao: has an interest in metal and technology.
 
Mati: Michal! You to? Any idea why we r summoned
Michal: no idea, I hopedthat you would know
Aquada: I think where going to find out
Mati: shall we?
Michal: Why not?
 
All the brothers andsisters come into the throne room.
 
Nueeq: come in my children
Mati: Mother what is going on?
Gnik: children we have to discuss something with you
Entou: do we get something to eat?
Mati: dont you think on anything else entou?
Entou:ermdrink?
 
The group feels embarrassed
And entou gets a hit of thewooden hammer by Mati
 
Entou: ouch, why was that necessary?
 
Entou feels on the top ofhis head while he says that.
 



 
Mati:think about it, realhardEntou.
 
Gnik: childrenI have summoned you all for an important mission.
Like you know, children of the kingneed to undergo an important test
Just to know of they can handle theresponsibility to rule over the kingdom.
 
Aquada:what test r you talking about father?
 
Gnik:for a start you all get this here
 
Gnikgives them all something that looks like a watch.
 
 
Gnik: This isyour virtual receivers/transporters, a VR transponder
 It looks like a watch, but itsactually some sort of computer that is in 
 Connection with the virtual world.
 
Nueeq: in these objects will come a virtual being,some sort of virtual
Protection, this creature can travelthrough the virtual world for the
Necessary information orcontacting others, but they can also get into
The real world to help you out,but you will find that out soon enough.
 
Mati: I dont see any creature, how do you activatethis thing?
 
Gnik: that wouldbe your first test.
 
Nueeq:you first have to discover you own virtual friend; that will be the first 
 Test.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1 - the diary of mati
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<span style="font-size:11pt"></span><span style="font-size:11pt">ENTOI[br]
from the diary of Mati[br]
[br]
</span><span style="font-size:11pt"></span>My name is Mati, i'm the princess of the Legna[br]
the legna, that's our kind[br]
a kind of humanoid like you would say that can fly or Angel like beings[br]
Somme of us have elemental powers but most just have wings not all feathered wings [br]
but any kind of wing's you can think of, we do not have them all the time but only when we want to use
them,[br]
then they appear out of our back's, under our arms with Somme or even on our feat.[br]
we legna are a peaceful people, but sometimes even we need to do battle.[br]
we the Legna are not the only kind of watt you might call humanoid that live on this planet[br]
watt planet is that you may ask?[br]
why , this is the Planet <span style="font-family: Impact"><font size=3>ENTOI</span></font><font
size=3>.</font>[br]
it looks a lot like your world, but only our ancestors created something to protect our world from out
worldly threats[br]
it’s the arc of sight , it’s called that way because it detects all out worldly threats and possible threats
on entoi itself.[br]
Why was this formed i hear you think and is this not suppression or so?[br]
Sometimes i wonder about it myself, i guess in the wrong hands it can even become a dangerous
weapon.[br]
There even are arc’s around our moon.[br]
I only hope that one day our people realizes that we do not need the arc.[br]
I’ve heard of other planets without them that are populated and live in peace, so why can’t we?[br]
But there is more on this planet that meets the eye.[br]
In a darker area there are a darker kind or people[br]
The Demonoids and the levids, they give for nothing and no one[br]
Somme say they come from the netherworlds or hell like you would call it, others say they were legna
once or are legna but another race of legna, I do not know if I even want to find out.[br]
My brothers and sisters have their own opinion , oh did I not mention this?[br]
Let me introduce them to you[br]
[br]
<span style="color: #c0504d">Michal,</span> my oldest brother , he has the element of fire and will
one day be the new king of our people.[br]
[br]
<span style="color: #000000">Entou </span>is my oldest sister she and <span style="color:



#404040">Tenou</span> are identical twins[br]
Only thing different is their element , my sister has the power of darkness and Tenou has magnetism,
sometimes I worry about them, my sister is mysterious but she keeps to herself much like tenou only
he’s much into science , he’s really clever but sometimes I thing a bit to clever for his own good, he’s a
brilliant scientist.[br]
[br]
<span style="color: #4f81bd">Mera</span>, now she has water for element , sometimes she can be
a dreamer but when it count’s you would want to have her around or avoid her when she’s angry.[br]
[br]
Now me, i’m Mati , I’m not sure yet wat my element is[br]
I’m about to turn 16 , that’s when we get to know our element.[br]
I’ll be summoned to a sacred temple where our god will send his messenger to send me a sign.[br]
I’m nervous and yet exited to find out watt my element will be.[br]
[br]
I remember when my brothers and sisters got their element[br]
It was a great party all over the country, everyone was exited, with Michal came a crown of fire around
him, Entou had been cloaked by shadow while a melted metal shield was formed over Tenou, everyone
was stunned about that event, now with Mera water started to flow and covered her, it’s today my big
day like they say, and I do not know if I need to be happy or sad.[br]
[br]
The entire country has been decorated in my honor , I guess I just do not want to dissapount everyone
.[br]
[br]
It’s time, the music has started, and somehow even now I feel aI light sensation coming over me[br]
Like I’m floating on air, could this be a sign?[br]
My parents are waiting for me in the temple just like my brothers and sisters.[br]
The carriage brings me fly’s around the city through a part of the forest until we reach the temple, it’s a
pyramid like temple with on top a statue of a golden man with shield and his lance reaching for the sky
and a book under him, the shield stands for protection, the lance for service and the book for believe and
faith. In the book lies a Chrystal just like in the top of the lance, they say it’s a beacon for the
messenger.[br]
[br]
Now I must enter the temple on my own to answer a few questions in stone riddles[br]
To find out more about who I really am[br]
[br]
First I must choose, there are 3 stones in front of me[br]
1 with the sun, 1 moon, 1 star[br]
I chose the sun, I place it in the first table[br]
[br]
Now I must choose again [br]
This time gold, silver, metal, diamond or rock[br]
I choose diamond I place it in the second table[br]
[br]
Now I must choose a shield, book or sword[br]
I chose book[br]
And placed it on third table[br]
[br]



Now it’ a symbol of 3 animals[br]
Bird, fish , digger (like a mole) or a antler (deerlike creature)[br]
I chose deer[br]
[br]
Now 1 last test[br]
Now I find a series of wings[br]
Birlingwing (bird), aquatic wing(watertype), dragon’s wing, batang wing (Batwing)[br]
And with it I find feathers in different c colors and sizes[br]
I need to pick out 1 of the wings and 1 feather [br]
I pick the Birling wing with the big rainbowcolored feather [br]
[br]
With every test I felt drawn to the object of choice[br]
Now when the last objects are placed on the tables the door opens and I find myself[br]
In a big square with my brothers on my right and sisters on my left[br]
A circle in the middle and the priests in front of me, my parents are with them.[br]
[br]
Now they give me a stone tablet I need to place my hand on it for only 1 second when suddenly a wind
seems to be lifting me up and a rainbow of light surrounding me and circles of energy[br]
[br]
While I’m in the air a voice speaks to me[br]
[br]
voice: so intelligent and gentle, you question everything and not without reason[br]
You have been chosen to have the power of light and energy[br]
You can heal people with your gentle touch of light, read people’s mind or even change their [br]
mind with your touch of light , but you won’t be defenseless your telekinesis and energy [br]
blast can move worlds, your brothers and sisters will be needing your wisdom and strength [br]
in the task in front of you but you will not stand alone, you and your brothers and sisters will [br]
have the help needed, now go and be Blessed Mati and never lose hope.[br]
[br]
When I’m back on the ground I’m surrounded by my brothers and sisters[br]
[br]
Mera: wow, that was amazing , you were so beautifull there , everything ok?[br]
[br]
Mati: yeah I’m fine, I, what happened?[br]
[br]
Entou: nothing much, you just started flying up, got surrounded by a rainbow and Somme sort of [br]
energy circles[br]
[br]
Mati: wow[br]
[br]
Then suddenly my dad king Gnik commes to us with mom[br]
[br]
Gnik: ok everyone that’s enough let her go now, she has just been through a lot.[br]
Let’s go back to the city we need to inform the people that your sister her powers have been [br]
chosen and do not forget about the party later on[br]
[br]
so that was my day today, I’ve found out about my powers but from tomorrow on I need to try them out,



learn how to use them in the royal training room.[br]
The end of part 1[br]
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<span style="font-size:11pt"></span><span style="font-size:11pt"><font
size=6>Entoi</font></span><span style="font-size:11pt"></span><span style="font-size:11pt"><font
size=6>[br]
</font></span><span style="font-size:11pt"></span><span style="font-size:11pt">Part 2[br]
The diary or Demonia[br]
</span><span style="font-size:11pt"></span>My Name is Demonia I’ the princess of the demonoid[br]
I may look like a demon but I do not feel like a demon[br]
The other creatures think our kind :the Demonoids come from hell itself[br]
But we know better, at least I do[br]
The others of my kind act like they are from hell itself when the legna are involved just to scare them of,
but not me, even though others creatures think we are evil itself I know better, I refuse to act like they do
, the demonoids live just like they do , we just want to live our lives. [br]
I even wonder if there is ever hope of our kind ever coexisting with the creatures like the legna[br]
I must believe we can.[br]
Our kind even forgot about our legends or true history[br]
But I hope I find one day some clue to how we became who or what we really ar.[br]
[br]
Just like the legna we have wings and/or special powers , our wings appear when we want to use them
some of us have them all the time, And just like the legna we get our ability’s at age 16[br]
Only difference is the elders make us do a test so we must manifest them[br]
Today is my day, something tells me I’m going to need my ability’s[br]
And that change is coming, I only hope for the good of all.[br]
Our country does not look much, it looks kind of like a wasteland.[br]
All our buildings are black or grey or red, while the city of the legna looks beautifully, colored like a
rainbow and in bird shape with waterfall’s fountains and lot’s of life with forests and valley’s.[br]
Sometimes I really envy them, and I dream of living with them, I do not know maybe it’s just a foolish
dream that I must forget.[br]
Or maybe it will be possible one day, I really hope so.[br]
[br]
My brothers and sister think I’m foolish for even wanting to be with creatures like the legna, for wanting
to be accepted by them, but I do not think so.[br]
Oh yeah that’s right I did not tell you about my brothers and sister[br]
They are older than me , my oldest brother is called Galil , he is a though warrior he thought me how to
defend myself , he has metallic powers, he can manipulate metal to become liquid or give it another
shape like a weapon or even change it from one type of metal to another but he as also energetic
powers but he needs metal to let the energy flow through the metal he touches to fire it .[br]
Then there is xis , he has six arms and can crawl on any surface but he is really smart, like science



smart, he supports me in everything I do, he thought me all about science, and then there is my sister
vila , vila is mysterious we were more of rival sisters then sister sisters, sometimes I think she’s hiding
things for us , her powers are kind of mysterious, she has demonic wings like mine and has horns kind
of like mine, sometimes her eyes are glowing red , she has firepowers but there is more, she can
teleport through the fire to other places, no one knows where she go’s where she does that.[br]
[br]
[br]
My dad always says we are creatures if the night while they are creatures of the daylight, but my mom
says be true to who you are and follow your heart.[br]
Well maybe I’m going to do just that.[br]
And at the moment I need to prepare myself for watt’s ahead of me[br]
As soon as the ritual is over I’m going to start preparing myself for the journey , I’ll do whatever I can to
try to find out about the origins of our kind and try to get my people to accept the legna and the legna to
accept us.[br]
[br]
I know there is also another race on this world, but I do not trust them, I’ve once met one of the lived[br]
But they are without compassion, they do look kind of like us only they have no wings and are really
scary looking.[br]
And from a demonoid that means a lot.[br]
[br]
I hear the drum’s and trumpet’s , my test is going to start[br]
I’m going to be guided to the sacred arena in the dead forest, it’s a forest full of dead tree’s.[br]
Just before the arena there are 2 huge torches being held by 2 statues of 1 male and 1 female
warrior[br]
Then as soon as I’m inside I need to pick out my weapons[br]
I pick out one round shield with 2 horns in front of it a dagger a sword and 1weaponstick and glove with
spikes.[br]
I wear my warrior clothes and a helmet to protect my horns and head in battle.[br]
I feel the adrenaline rushing through my veins, I’m ready for combat.[br]
[br]
Demonia’s eyes start to glow and a glow appears around her and then without warning she burst into a
ball of color changing fire, the sight of her is so amazing everyone that see’s her is stunned [br]
She looks like a legna with a rainbow colored flame around her.[br]
Demonia does not understand watt’s happening just like everyone around her.[br]
Then a voice says: Let the test begin![br]
And a large creature comes into the arena like a raging bull but looks kind of like a dead rat.[br]
Demonia is surprised by her adversary but then starts to race to the creature .[br]
Flying around it trying to confuse it and trying to find it’s weakness[br]
The creature does not know where or how to attack, demonia is so fast that suddenly a tornado appears
with rainbow colored fire like a blaze[br]
Right in the middle of the battle demonia hears a voice.[br]
[br]
Your fire will live on forever, you will succeed where no demonoid has ever succeeded[br]
With the help of friends from afar .[br]
They on their turn will need your help and a new era will dawn.[br]
With your energy and fire you will shine like a bright sun.[br]
And Glow like a bright star[br]



You will be lake a beacon of hope of your people.[br]
A protector .[br]
[br]
And then just when the voice had stopped the fired tornado simmers.[br]
And the creature is down, brought to sleep because he ran out of air..[br]
[br]
Huh, It seems I did not even needed the weapons I had to pick.[br]
How did I do that?[br]
I need to learn more about my newfound powers[br]
I guess now the time has come to prepare myself and learn how to use my powers[br]
How to control them .[br]
[br]
And so she does , and while the party starts with the demonoids to celebrate the birthday and the new
found powers of demonia also the legna celebrate the birthday and newfound powers of Mati[br]
And a dark creature lures in the shadows looking at the celebrations[br]
Only 2 people notice the creatures in the shadows[br]
[br]
With the legna entou keeps her eyes on the creature, while Vila with the demonoids keeps her eyes on
the creature spying on them.[br]
They could easy confront the creature but the creatures suddenly leaves the way it came in a cloud of
smoke.[br]
Stunned they decide to wait until they can speak their fathers bout wat happened.[br]
So both kings can increase the security and start preparing for a possible coming war[br]
Not yet knowing from where the creature came they know for sure they want to find out who it was that
was spying on the festivity’s, the king of the legba thinks the demonoids or the liveds are planning
something while the king of the demonoids thing the same of the liveds or the legna, so they descide to
send out a few spies on their own, [br]
[br]
Demonia prepares herself just like mati for watts about to come[br]
Will they meet each other and become friends or will they become each other foes[br]
Only time will tell[br]
[br]
The end part 2[br]
[br]
[br]
[br]
[br]
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